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Abstract: Recent supply chain faces numerous issues while
addressing factors related to online markets, such as fast and
secured deliveries to the customers. Even most of the Ecommerce businesses have their own logistics and warehousing
network, the real time challenges may occur with respect to
routing, inventory and fast delivery to the customer in this
internet era. This work addresses the issue in supply chain for
E-commerce by developing a suitable mathematical model and
applying with real time working conditions which tends to give a
suitable solution for the problem.
Keywords: Supply chain, E-Commerce, Mathematical
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particular, Electronic Business (EB) technologies facilitate
the interplay between corporations and their companies for
the cause of converting information which incorporates
purchase orders, invoices and payments. For instance, Do It
Best Corp., a distributor of hardware and building
merchandise, has been effective in the use of EC era for
purchase ordering, invoicing, scheduling and
remittance operations. Peapod, a US meals retailer, is using
the net medium, and affords its clients with a homepurchasing provider through the Internet.
A. E-Commerce Supply Chain Strategies

I. INTRODUCTION

A supply chain is the machine of groups, people, activities,
information, and sources worried in moving a product or
service from supplier to client. Supply chain activities
involve the transformation of natural sources, uncooked
materials, and components right into a finished product this
is added to the stop patron. In state-of-the-art supply chain
systems, used merchandise can also re-enter the supply chain
at any point in which residual fee is recyclable. The position
of distribution within the supply chain management model
has extended considerably from the conventional view of the
activity as being concerned entirely with transport and
warehousing. The crucial undertaking that underlies a
success distribution nowadays is demand management. The
critical task that underlies successful distribution today is
demand management. The rapid improvement in
information era has allowed many business corporations to
construct linkages and accelerate statistics go together with
the waft and sharing with others in their supply chains. In
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Percentage of on line sales compared to in-shop income
maintains to upward thrust, and multichannel retailers
supply chain techniques need to maintain pace. Those
engaged in e-commerce have extra options all the time.
Here are ten opportunities to take into account:
1. Internet customers count on quicker delivery, and having
multiple distribution points can offer enhance shipping
times.
2. Being in the direction of the customer can result in
outbound freight financial savings.
Three. There may be benefits to processing imports in a
western distribution center. The blessings can be cost or
time
4. If DCs which can be close to home carriers can obtain
inbound freight financial savings. You can get hold of
product from a seller within the closest facility and
redistribute it.
5. There is a good hard work marketplace. Multiple DCs
permit the splitting of hard work swimming pools.
6. Redundancy of operations can offer continuity backup in
trade for doubtlessly duplicated overhead rate.
7. There may be nearby incentives to be had for relocation.
8. Overall stock control will enhance out of necessity
because of doubtlessly improved inventory stages.
9. As the direct-to-customer base increases, it must offer
elevated liquidation opportunities.
10. It is a good deliver chain approach for multichannel
retailers to capitalize on the synergy of different channels and
meet the expectancy of customers whether or not directto-purchaser or retail this is, provided multichannel outlets
develop their infrastructure of facilities and order control
structures.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Cui et al (2015) present a singular joint replenishment and
synthetical shipping (JRP)
version is proposed to
enhance the coordination
of
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replenishment and shipping techniques. Traditional, in a
warehouse centralized deliver chain, order from online clients
are generally delivered independently after multiple objects
had been at the time replenished. [1] To decrease the
outbound shipping valve, a brand-new shipping approach
thinking about synthetical dispatched orders, and customers
matching, and purchaser journeying series is proposed.
Salameh et al (2014) gift a joint replenishment model
(JRM) is used to decide most appropriate stock stages, in
which the quantity to order (for each item) is designed to
limit the joint maintaining and ordering costs based totally
on a given demand. [2] This paper combines the separate
works on substitution and joint replenishment and proposes
an answer method for fixing the joint replenishment version
with substitution (JRMS) for two merchandise inside the
framework of the classical economic order quantity version.
Amayan et al (2013) [3] gift clear up the joint replenishment
problem beneath deterministic call for and resource
constraints (C-JRP). A heuristic framework primarily based
on linear programming is presented. [4] Moshe et al (2012)
gift joint replenishment for numerous merchandises to gain a
lower stock logistics price has been a subject of huge studies.
Less interest has been paid to the problem of finding out how
the joint replenishment charges should be allocated
throughout the individual products. Ideally, whilst items are
ordered together one could require a strong value allocation,
such that no subset of products subsidizes every other
subset. [5][6] This paper affords
main insights for
determining the precise cost allocation. It provides the
approach to check how touchy a stable cost allocation is to a
range of price parameter values. Then, in a computational
examine, it is shown the way to obtain a strong price
allocation without immoderate computation. [7][8] Wang et
al. (2012) gift as an critical managerial hassle, the sensible
joint replenishment and delivery (JRD) model under
stochastic demand can be seemed because the combination
of a joint replenishment trouble and traveling salesman
trouble, both one is an NP-tough hassle.[9] However,
because of the JRD’s difficult mathematical residences,
excessive pleasant answers for the problem have eluded
researchers. [10] This paper first of all proposes an effective
and green hybrid differential evolution set of rules (HDE)
based at the differential evolution algorithm (DE) and
genetic algorithm (GA) that may clear up this NP-difficult
hassle in a strong and unique way.[11] After determining the
suitable parameters of the HDE by way of parameters tuning
take a look at, the effectiveness and efficiency of the HDE
are proven by way of benchmark features and numerical
examples. They compare the HDE with the available highquality technique and find that the HDE can constantly
acquire the marginally decrease general prices underneath a
few situations. [12] Compared with any other famous
evolutionary set of rules, effects of numerical examples also
show HDE is faster than GA and the convergence rate of
HDE is better than GA. HDE is a sturdy candidate for the
JRD underneath stochastic demand.

mediator. The product is collected by the receiving point,
then the receiving point transfer’s the product to the
distribution point from there it meets to the customer. Here
the supplier cannot delivery his product directly to the
customer, and also the receiving point cannot deliver the
product directly to the customer. The product sent to the
customer via the receiving point, both distribution point
and receiving point (hub), distribution point. For this
environment the model layout is created and shown below.

Fig. 1. Problem environment
In this model the customer has ordered the product from
the supplier, the scenario represents the transaction of the
product from the supplier to customer. For the single
customer, the unrestricted capacity of routes and transaction
points are solvable by shortest routing problem method. In
practice, Routes - having limited capacity.
Transactions points – having limited handling capacity
such as man power, storage, logistics providers. For this SRP
is not possible for more customer say above 1000.

A. Problem Description
In E -commerce company, generally the customer orders
the product. For that product there are many supplies are
available. Among these, the customer can choose the
supplier from whom he desires to purchase. In between the
customer and supplier, the company behaves as the
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D. Subjected to be Constraints

Fig. 2. Network of e-commerce supply chain

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A. Sets and Indices
c- Index for customers (c=1, 2…C)
p- Index for products (p=1, 2…P)
s- Index for suppliers (s=1, 2…S)
r- Index for receiving center (r=1, 2…R)
b- Index for both center (r & d) (b=1, 2…B)
d- Index for distribution center (d=1, 2…D)
B. Model Parameters
Asp = available of product ‘p’ with the supplier ‘s’
Ycp = number of customer order for the products
Wp = weight of the product
Tp = transportation cost per unit kg/km
Hr = capacity of the receiving center
Hb =capacity of the both center
Hd =capacity of the distribution center
Dsr =distance between supplier and receiving center
Dsb =distance between supplier and both center
Drd =distance between receiving and distribution center
Dbd =distance between both and distribution center
Ddc =distance between distribution and customer
Drb =distance between receiving and both center
Dbc =distance between both center and customer
C. Objective Function
Total cost of transportation is to be
minimum, for that there are many number of routes
are available. For minimum TC the shortest route will
be chosen.
Minimize TC=f(route & suppliers)

IV. COMBINATIONS

A. Model Illustration
In this model there are ten number of customers who order
their product from seven number of suppliers in between them
there are five number of receiving point and four number of
distribution point and
both (receiving point and
distribution point). For
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this scenario the distance/ cost matrix is developed and solved
by the shortest routing problem and constrains are added to
this model.

C. SRP Solutions
Table-III: SRP Solution table

Fig. 3. Distance/cost between customer & supplier
B. Distance/ cost Matrix
Table-I: Distance/cost Matrix

D. Some Feasible Solutions (Identified Arbitrarily)

Table- II: Distance/cost Matrix

The trouble of finding the shortest route amonst the
points on the road map can be modeled as a uniqe case of the
shortest direction hassle in graphs, in which the vertices
correspond to points and the side correspond to road
segments, every weighted with the resource of the length of
the phase.
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Fig. 6. Route choices for solution - 3
V. RESULT
A number of problem instances is generated for different
ordered products by customer sizes and resources’
availabilities. Table 4 summarizes the main properties of the
randomly generated problem instances. We assume that a
customer ordered the product from the availability of supplier
that shows how the product is delivery to the customer.
Table-IV: Problem parameter value scenarios instance
feature
Features
Number of customer
Number of supplier
Number of receiving centre
Number of both centre (r & d)

Scenarios
Up to 10 customer
Up to 7 supplier
Up to 5 receiving centre
Up to 4 both centre (r & d)

Number of distribution centre

Up to 4 distribution centre

Fig. 4. Route choices for solution – 1
The model is solved using various methodologies
discussed in the previous chapter. The results are explained
here to compare the performance of those methodologies.
Table-V shows that the results on shortest distribution
instances. The objective value of min TC is matched against
with each methodology and the computation time to arrive the
solution is also compared.
Table- V: Results on shortest distribution instances

Fig. 5. Route choices for solution – 2
A. Discussion
Overall the following observation has made
It seems very hard to optimally solve more than 15
customers by manually
with in the time limit of
three hours (which is large
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when compared to the CPLEX computation time). Even
though the heuristic produced result is slower than the
CPLEX the value is not optimal. In fact, the result from the
heuristic solution methodology is makes complexity. It is
clear from the results obtained from above that the CPLEX
obtains the optimal solution but the computational time for
the CPLEX solves in shortest time in our case the product
ordered by the customer is to take the shortest path
distribution decision.
The Route Selection Heuristic developed earlier solves
the problem slower and the solution quality is poor. The
optimal and feasible solution from the heuristically
developed is not easy to find. CPLEX obtains an optimal
solution for these large problems but the computational time
is not affordable. So, a metaheuristic has to be developed in
order to find solutions nearer to the global optimum
computationally fast at the same time
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VI. CONCLUSION
A mathematical model is formulated for the e-commerce
supply chain distribution problem. This model is useful to
the industrial goods like (machinery and equipment) and
consumer goods like (electronics, furniture) ordering the by
customer the product availability of the supplier will be
delivered through the shortest route to meet the minimum
distribution cost or transportation cost. Also, this model
takes into the account the time needed to the delivery of the
products from the suppliers before being prepared to the
shortest route to the customers. The objective was to
minimize the total cost or distribution cost of each products.
For the small scale and large-scale instances of problem,
different solution methodologies were formed and solved.
Various computational experiments have been performed for
each of the proposed methodology.
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